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Abstract. In this paper, laser ultrasonic testing is used for inspection of an aluminum test piece. 
By irradiation of a Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser on a free surface of the sample, longitudinal, 
shear and surface waves are generated in the material. Laser energies of 57 mJ and pulse 
duration of 10 ns are used for generating the ultrasonic pulses. The receiver is a piezoelectric 
transducer. A finite element model (FEM) is also developed for this experiment. Considering 
the nature of ultrasonic waves generated by a laser beam which includes simultaneous 
interaction of thermal and mechanical stresses, the FEM model incorporates a coupled 
temperature-displacement system. The results of the FEM model and experimental 
measurements are in good agreement. The developed FEM model can be used for studying the 
effect of variations of parameters of the laser in ultrasonic tests.  
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Introduction 

 Laser ultrasonic testing has been of interest since 1960s because of its noncontact nature 
and its high time and space resolutions. Laser source can be operated from a far distance in hot, 
corrosive, or hazardous environments. Another interesting feature of this method is its ability 
in generating broadband surface and bulk waves. In general, there exists two regimes for 
generation of ultrasound by a laser source: thermo-elastic and ablation. These regimes depend 
on the laser energy density and test piece material. When the laser beam energy density is 
higher than the material ablation threshold, ultrasound is generated in ablation regime. In the 
event that the laser beam energy density falls below the threshold of ablation, the laser 
irradiation generates ultrasonic waves in the test piece by thermal expansion which is called 
the thermo-elastic regime. 
 One of the first investigations in laser ultrasonic testing was carried out by White [1]. 
Scruby et al. [2] conducted experiments on the thermo-elastic regime and were able to generate 
different types of waves by this method. Aindow et al. [3] used laser ultrasonics for remote 
characterization of subsurface flaws. Using laser ultrasonics, Dewhurst and Shan [4] carried 
out through-transmission ultrasonic imaging of subsurface defects. McDonald [5] and 
Sanderson et al. [6] developed models taking into account thermal diffusion and spatial and 
temporal shapes of the laser pulse, leading to an excellent agreement between theory and 
experiment.  
 There are basically two numerical methods which can be used for modeling laser 
ultrasonics: finite element method (FEM) and boundary element method (BEM). BEM has the 
advantage that just the surface of the specimen needs to be discretized but it also has some 
limitations that has made the scientific community choose FEM as the preferred tool in most 
studies dealing with laser ultrasonic testing. 
 In this paper, finite element method (FEM) is used to model the generation of ultrasonic 
waves by a laser source in thermo-elastic regime. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser that generates 
a 10 ns long single-mode laser pulse is also used to carry out measurements on aluminum 
samples. The numerical and experimental results are compared. 
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Finite element modeling 

 When the specimen is irradiated by a laser pulse with energies below the melting point 
of the material, the surface of the specimen is heated and a transient and non-uniform 
temperature field is generated by the absorption of a certain amount of light energy from the 
laser pulse. Through a local temperature field, the ultrasonic wave is induced by thermo-elastic 
expansion of the material. The transient temperature field can be expressed as [7]: 倦稿態劇 − 貢潔 �脹�痛 = −圏                                                                                                            (1) 

where T is the temperature distribution, k is the thermal conductance coefficient, 貢 is the 
density, c is thermal capacity, and q is the heat source. 
In a homogeneous and isotropic body, the ultrasonic wave field excited by the thermo-elastic 
expansion can be expressed as [7]: 航稿態� + 岫膏 + 航岻稿岫稿�岻 − 糠岫ぬ膏 + に航岻稿岫劇 − 劇待岻 = 貢�岑 + ��岌                                           (2) 

where u is the time-dependent displacement vector field, 膏 and 航 are the Lame constants, � is 
the acoustic damping coefficient, 糠 is the thermo-elastic expansion coefficient, and 劇待 is the 
reference temperature of the material. 
 A number of different types of pulsed lasers can be used to generate ultrasonic waves, 
the most common of which is the solid-state pulsed Nd:YAG pulsed laser. In a two-dimensional 
model, the laser heat source q is expressed as, 圏 = 畦�待exp 岫− �鉄�0鉄岻8 痛典痛0典 exp 岫− 態痛鉄痛0鉄 岻                                                                                     (3) 

where A is the optical absorptivity of the specimen surface, �待 is the laser light intensity, a0 is 
the half irradiation width of the pulsed laser source, and t0 is the rise time of the laser pulse.  
Based on the above equations, a finite element model is developed for the thermo-elastic 
generation of ultrasonic waves in an aluminum test piece. The material parameters for 
aluminum are given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Material properties of aluminum 

 
 

 The following two basic assumptions are made in the FEM model. Firstly, the laser 
source is considered to be line-focused with its axis parallel to the relatively long direction of 
a vertical crack lying at the bottom of the test piece. Because of this assumption, the generation 
and propagation of elastic waves can be modeled as a two-dimensional plane strain thermo-
elastic problem. Secondly, the length of the specimen is far larger than its thickness. To reduce 
the computation time, only the ultrasonic filed in the inspection area is modeled. 
 Incorporating the initial and boundary conditions, the weak formulation of heat 
conduction equation that describes the transient temperature distribution is obtained from the 
discretized domain. By discretizing the plane by non-overlapping finite elements, we can get 
the associated matrix. Nodal points, defined as shape functions, N, are associated with this 
discretization. The solution of the Galerkin counterpart of the weak formulation is then 
expressed in terms of shape functions and gives rise to the following finite element form of the 
heat conduction equation [8], 



[系]{劇岌 } + [計]{劇} = {喧}                                                                                                       (4) 

where {劇} is the temperature vector, {劇岌 } is the temperature rate vector, the heat capacity matrix 
[C] is, [系] = 官 貢潔軽沈軽珍 × 岫に講堅岻穴堅穴�聴� ,                                                                                       (5) 
and the conductivity matrix [K] is given as, [計] = 官 [堅計追 ��日�追 ��乳�追 + 堅計� ��日�� ��乳�� ] 岫に講堅岻穴堅穴�聴� ,                                                            (6) 

 Moreover,   {喧} = {喧怠} + {喧態},                                                                                                              (7) 

where {喧怠} is the heat flux vector, {喧怠} = 官 圏岌 軽沈に講堅穴堅穴�聴�                                                                                                      (8) 
and {喧態} is the heat source vector, {喧態} = 官 圏軽沈に講堅穴堅穴�鎚� .                                                                                                   (9) 
 T can be written as [8]: 劇岫堅, �, �岻 = ∑ 軽珍岫堅, �岻劇珍岫�岻�珍=怠 .                                                                                         (10) 

 In a FEM model, the thermal conduction and thermo-elastic equations are expressed as 
[7], [計]{劇} + [系]{劇岌 } = {�}                                                                                                     (11) [警]{戟岑 } + [経]{戟岌 } + [計]{戟} = {�勅�痛}                                                                               (12) 

where [K] and [C] are the conductivity matrix and heat capacity matrix, respectively, {T} is 
the temperature vector, {Q} is the heat source vector, and [M], [D] and [G] are the mass matrix, 
damping matrix, and stiffness matrix, respectively. {U} is the displacement vector, and {F} is 
the thermo-elastic force. In thermo-elasticity, the external force vector for an element is given 
as [9],     完 [稽]脹[経]{�待}穴撃�� ,                                                                                                             (13) 

where {�待} is the thermal strain vector, [稽]脹 is the transpose of the derivative of the shape 
functions, and [経] is the material matrix.  
 Simulations of laser generated ultrasound waves require a coupled thermal-stress 
analysis. Therefore, we use a fully coupled thermal-stress analysis where the mechanical 
solution response is obtained using an explicit central-difference integration rule. The heat 
transfer equations are also integrated by using an explicit forward-difference time integration 
rule. The mechanical solution response is based on the implementation of an explicit 
integration rule together with the use of diagonal element mass matrices. Explicit forward-
difference time integration rule is used for integrating the heat transfer equations. Since both 
the mechanical solution response and the heat transfer equations are explicit, the heat transfer 
and mechanical solutions can be obtained simultaneously by an explicit coupling. Therefore, 
no iterations or tangent stiffness matrices are required. 
 In explicit dynamics procedures, temporal and spatial resolutions of the FEM 
simulations are of fundamental importance for the stability and accuracy of the solution. An 



approximation to the stability limit is often written as the smallest transit time of a longitudinal 
wave across any of the elements in the mesh [10], ∆� ≈ �尿日韮��                                                                                                                            (14) 

where 詣陳沈津 is the smallest element dimension in the mesh and 系� is the longitudinal wave 
velocity. Laser generated ultrasonic waves require a very small time step in order to accurately 
resolve their high frequency components. It has been shown that accurate solution can be 
obtained if [10], ∆� = 怠態待捗尿��                                                                                                                       (15) 

where �陳�� is the highest frequency of interest. 
 A reasonable spatial resolution of the propagating waves can be obtained when the size 

of the finite elements is at least 
怠態待 of the shortest wavelength to be analyzed [10], 健勅 = �尿日韮態待                                                                                                                             (16) 

where 健勅 is the element length and 膏陳沈津 is the shortest wavelength of interest. 

Numerical Simulation and results 

 Mesh defining is an important part of the finite element analysis. In this study, the 
meshing in the vicinity of the heat source is the smallest, and in the far field it becomes larger. 
Using this mesh, we expect to have both good accuracy and reasonable computation time. 
Quadrilateral elements with different sizes were used for preparing the required mesh. 
Triangular elements were used for linking small quadrilateral elements to larger ones. To 
prevent the reflection of waves from the edges of the model, infinite elements were used at 
boundaries. The mesh and the elements used for different parts of the model are shown in 
Figure 1. In dynamic explicit analysis, infinite elements provide “quiet” boundaries for the 
model by incorporating the effect of damper matrix and suppressing the stiffness matrix. The 
infinite elements do not provide any contributions to the eigenmodes of the system. The 
elements maintain the static force that was present at the start of the dynamic response analysis 
on this boundary; as a consequence, the far-field nodes in the infinite elements will not displace 
during the dynamic response. 

 
Figure 1. FEM mesh used in the model. 

 To validate our model, the ultrasonic wave field is simulated on a specimen that does 
not have any defects as shown in Figure 2. The laser irradiation region is at the center of the 
top surface of the specimen. It can be seen that Rayleigh wave (R-wave) and the head wave are 
propagating along the surface. The wave-front of the longitudinal wave (L-wave) is 
propagating in the direction of approximately 60° and the shear wave (S-wave) is propagating 



in the direction of approximately 30°. It can also be seen that the amplitude of the shear wave 
is much stronger than the longitudinal wave.  

 

 
Figure 2. Simulated laser ultrasonic wave field at t =3 µs (Fully coupled thermal-stress analysis). 

 
As shown in Figure 2, laser ultrasonic produces strong Rayleigh wave and also strong shear 

waves. Therefore, it seems that shear waves can potentially be used for inspection of a 
specimen in thermo-elastic regime. To verify this, ultrasonic wave fields were modeled in a 
specimen  having a 5 mm deep crack. Ultrasonic wave fields at different time steps are shown 
in Figure 3 for this model. In Figure 3, the ultrasonic wave fields obtained from the model 
developed in this study are compared with those reported in Ref. [7]. Very good agreement 
could be observed between the two sets of simulation results. 

 
Figure 3. Left: Ultrasonic wave fields at different time steps in a speciment having a 5mm deep crack. Right: 

Ultrasonic wave fields reported in Ref. [7]. 

 
In the next step, the surface displacement from a point on the top surface of the specimen 

was measured. The result is in good agreement with theoretical calculations and experimental 
results [11]. The signal obtained from our model is shown in Figure 4a and is in very good 
agreement with signals reported in Ref. 11 which are shown in Figure 4b.  

 

 
Figure 4. Comparision of the surface out-of-plane displacement at point P with theory and experimenta. a) FEM 

model, b) theoretical and exeperimental results from Ref. [11]. 

(a) 
(b) 



 
Figure 5. Surface displacement at point P in a) specimen without crack, b) specimen with crack. 

 
 The next model is the same as the one shown in Figure 4 but with a 5 mm deep crack 
in the backwall lying between the source and receiver. The surface displacement is measured 
again at the same point on the top surface of the specimen in the presence of the crack. The 
measured signal is then compared with that of the good specimen, see Figure 5. It can be seen 
in Figure 5 that the S wave which is reflected back from the backwall in the good sample does 
not show up in the sample having the crack. 

EXPERIMENTS PROCEDURE 

A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was used in the experiments. The laser wavelength was 1.06 
µm, and it produced single shot pulses of typically 10 ns half-width. The laser energy used in 
the experiments was 57 mJ and diameter laser spot is 3.8 mm. The incident laser pulse was 
always normal to the surface of the aluminum specimen. Longitudinal and shear ultrasonic 
pulses, generated by the interaction of laser with the surface of the specimen, traveled through 
the specimen and were detected on the far side by a piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer. 
Through transmission technique was used to carry out the tests. Figure 6 schematically shows 
the apparatus used to examine the production of longitudinal and shear ultrasonic pulses within 
the specimen. The size of the aluminum specimen is 38 mm × 80 mm × 100 mm. Measurements 
were performed through the 38 mm thickness of the specimen. 

Results and discussion 

Using the experimental procedure described in the previous section, ultrasonic waves were 
generated by in the aluminum sample and were received by a 4 MHz piezoelectric transducer. 
Figure 7 shows the experimental ultrasonic signal obtained from the aluminum sample in 
thermo-elastic regime. The initial pulse shown in Figure 7 is due to the trigger voltage. 
Thereupon, echo 1 is produced by the longitudinal wave propagating through the thickness of 
the sample and being received in the other side by the piezoelectric transducer. Echo 2 is due 
to the transverse wave. Considering that the transverse wave velocity is less than that of the 
longitudinal wave, it arrives later than the longitudinal wave. Similar results were obtained in 
FE model, see Figure 8. 
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

 
The second multiple reflection of the longitudinal wave is received again as echo 3. 
Considering that an L-wave piezoelectric transducer is used, it is not very sensitive to shear 
waves and multiple reflections of the shear wave cannot be seen in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. Ultrasonic signal measured from the aluminum specimen along its 38 mm thick side. Unfocused 37 mJ laser 

pulse and pulse duration of 10 ns were used. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. epicentre out of plane displacement(u2) , a) FE model, b) epicentre waveforms in thermo-elastic regime [11] 
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Then FEM model was improved by incorporating the experimental parameters into it and 
the surface displacement at the bottom of the specimen and its epicenter were then measured 
when the surface was irradiation with the laser pulse. The results are shown in Figure 8. The 
displacement obtained from FEM model is in good agreement with results reported in Ref. [11] 
(Figure 8). 

Conclusion 

Numerical modeling of laser ultrasonic testing (LUT) was carried out using finite element 
method (FEM). Measurements were also conducted on aluminum samples using a Q-switched 
Nd:YAG laser system in thermo-elastic regime. Good agreement was observed between 
numerical and experimental results. Further study on using LUT for the detection of internal 
flaws in engineering components is currently underway.  
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